
Application for Robotics in Modern 

Physical Security Operations 

Introduction 

There is a problem in the security industry.  More and better guards are needed to 

protect the nation’s infrastructure.  At the same time, there are fewer people 

willing to perform the dull and potentially dangerous job of physical security.  One 

solution to this problem is the assignment of robots to assist guard officers with 

their tasks. 

In this whitepaper, the use of mobile autonomous robots to complement an existing 

security system is discussed.  The first section will discuss the existing needs of 

the security industry.  In the next section, the types of tasks that can be done by a 

robot will be described.  This leads into a discussion of the abilities that a robot 

must have to complete those tasks.  The paper concludes with a description of how 

Gamma Two Robotics’ Vigilus™ Mobile Camera System meets these requirements. 

The Current Problem 

Every night in the US, approximately one million person-hoursi are needed to fulfill 

“patrol and report” security plans.  One million hours of (hopefully) dull, 

mentally fatiguing patrols, often in dimly-lit, dirty environments.  The 

responsibilities of a mobile security officer can vary significantly, but many of 

them simply walk around an empty building and use a radio to report any problems back 

to a command center.  This is known as the 'observe and report' methodology.  These 

entry level positions typically get paid between $8.00 and $12.00 per hour, 

unburdenedii.  As a result, the quality of newly hired personnel can be low, and 

their dedication to the job may be limited. 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics states that the demand for these positions has been 

growing steadily at around 2% per year over the last 20 years, through normal growth, 

recessions, and boomsiii.  In a typical year, around 20,000 new positions need to be 

filled beyond the hiring needed to replace existing workers.  Even in tight 

economies, it can be difficult to fill these jobs. 

One solution to this problem is remote video monitoring.  This acts as a force 

multiplier, since one security officer can now monitor many cameras.  The addition of 
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video analytics to the video feed can allow even fewer security officers to secure a 

larger area.  However, this technology is not without its drawbacks.   

Monitoring with static camera placement often falls short of security needs, 

particularly with changing conditions like those found in museums, galleries, and 

trade shows. 

Remote video monitoring also means that there are not assets on the ground, if there 

is an incident.  Many police departments, facing shrinking budgets, insist upon video 

verification before responding to an alert.  With no assets on the ground and static 

camera placement, this can be difficult if not impossible, thereby risking assets 

that the company was hired to protect. This, in short, is the current security 

problem: increasing demands, decreasing personnel, and constantly changing 

conditions. 

The Next Level of Security 

As discussed above, responsibilities of a mobile security guard can vary 

significantly; many of them simply walk around an empty building and use a radio to 

report any problems back to a command center.  

This type of ‘dull, dirty, and dangerous’ work is ideal for robotic applications.  

1. Dull - Much like an industrial robot on an assembly line, a security robot 

does not care how boring the task is, it will continue to reliably execute it 

over and over again. 

2. Dirty - In addition, robots will not object to the state of a facility. No 

matter how dirty, dusty, or unpleasant the facility is, the robot will not 

make up excuses for not going on patrol. 

3. Dangerous - Finally, the job of a security officer can be dangerous at times. 

Rather than having to accept putting security officers at risk, robots provide 

a mechanism that will keep the people safe, while providing the necessary 

levels of security for the facility. 

All of these combine to make security robots an ideal application of cutting edge 

technology in an industry that is experiencing continued growth along with chronic 

labor shortages. 

A study by the on-line occupational information database “O*Net” described 10 tasks 

that security guards performiv. These are listed in Table 1, below. Of these tasks, 

seven are typically required for a night watchman, and of those six can be handled by 
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robots. 

From this table it is clear that, provided the robots have suitable capabilities, 

there can be a significant application of mobile, autonomous robots in the security 

industry. 

 

Night Security Guard Robot Task Description 

Yes Yes Monitor and authorize entrance and departure of employees, visitors, and other 

persons to guard against theft and maintain security of premises. 

Yes Yes Write reports of daily activities and irregularities such as equipment or property 

damage, theft, presence of unauthorized persons, or unusual occurrences. 

Yes Yes Call police or fire departments in cases of emergency, such as fire or presence of 

unauthorized persons. 

Yes Yes Answer alarms and investigate disturbances. 

No Sometimes Circulate among visitors, patrons, or employees to preserve order and protect 

property. 

Yes Yes Patrol industrial or commercial premises to prevent and detect signs of intrusion 

and to ensure security of doors, windows, and gates. 

Rarely1 No Escort or drive motor vehicle to transport individuals to specified locations or to 

provide personal protection. 

Rarely1 Yes2 Operate detecting devices to screen individuals and prevent passage of prohibited 

articles into restricted areas. 

Sometimes No Answer telephone calls to take messages, answer questions, and provide 

information during non-business hours or when switchboard is closed. 

Yes No Warn persons of rule infractions or violations, and apprehend or evict violators 

from premises, using force when necessary. 

Table 1: Tasks performed by security guards that can be handled by robots.  

1
These tasks are not typical for a night security guard since the facility is typically empty at night. 

2
This 

depends on the availability of computer controlled detection devices. 

Requirements for Autonomous Security Robots 

The key to effective security robots is the software. Capable hardware has been 

available for over a decade, but it requires a human operator to be effective. The 

development of an effective brain requires both software development and integration 

of hardware to provide sensors and actuators to the robot. A major requirement is the 

ability to move autonomously in the environment. Such a robot can be dispatched to a 

location, and reach that location without human assistance. This frees the human 

operators from the task of tele-operating the robot. This allows the robot to act as 

a force multiplier, since one operator can control or monitor and control many 
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robots.  

The robot must also be able to be deployed into an environment quickly and without 

extensive site modifications and without detailed electronic maps of the facility.  

While there have been several attempts by companies in the past to introduce security 

robots, these robots require extensive engineering efforts to enable them to function 

in a location. Some require detailed CAD models to be developed and updated for the 

robot to function. Others require complex statistical learning algorithms to be 

repeated until the robot 'learns' the environment. The initialization of a practical 

security robot must be simplified so that the robot does not require detailed 

drawings or CAD plans. There must not be a need to put reflective stripes on the 

floor, place RFID tags on the objects, place visually distinct location markers on 

the walls, or mount magnetic markers into the warehouse floor. Rather, the robot must 

navigate in much the same manner as living systems do, by recognizing the specific 

objects in the space, and using those objects as landmarks.  

A practical security robot would quickly learn a new location, either by being given 

a set of parameters or by being walked through the building. In the simplest case, 

the robot would be brought to a location, and told the names of locations using a 

voice interface, much like taking a new hire on an orientation tour and telling them, 

“This is the conference room.” After this, the robot will have learned the human 

names for the rooms and the objects in the rooms.  

After initialization, the security robot would be able to perform the tasks that 

would normally be done by a mobile security guard. These include: 

 following selected patrol routes; 

 reporting problems and status via radio; 

 accepting new task assignments via radio; 

 relaying live video and audio to the command center; 

 monitoring hazards such as fire, smoke, carbon monoxide, etc.; 

 adapting its patrols to changing conditions; 

 authenticating individuals in restricted areas; and, 

 continuously adapting to changes in the environment. 

 

Practical security robots would consist of a mobile wheeled platform containing an 

internal power source, drive system, sensors, a low-level control system, a voice 

input system, a voice output system, and a main computer with the brain. They would 

be outfitted with additional peripheral systems, depending on the tasks they are 
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required to perform. The chassis would be designed to move safely in household and 

office environments, on typical floors such as carpeting, hardwood, tiles, and 

concrete. The robots would be programmed to work with verbal commands, although they 

will work equally well with a graphical user interface, located in a command center – 

perhaps hundreds of miles away. 

Obstacles to Acceptance 

The biggest obstacle we expect to see is risk aversion. Security companies simply 

cannot afford to take risks with either their customer’s assets or their own 

reputations. If they fail, it will cost them dearly. Balancing this need is the fact 

that poorly paid, poorly trained security guards are often unreliable, can be 

suborned, and easily get bored. Our research has shown that the main objection to 

having robots doing routine patrols is the perception that robots cannot do the jobv. 

In order to overcome this resistance, manufacturers must prove that security robots 

can perform the task of routine night patrols. 

Value Proposition 

The value proposition is simple: it will cost less to put a robot to work than it 

costs to have a human do the same job. This has been the key to the explosive growth 

of the industrial robotics markets over the last 50 years. To gain a foothold in this 

market, manufacturers will develop channel partners who are already established in 

the security market, and who 

are familiar with high 

technology security tools. 

These channel partners will 

benefit from having a strong 

differentiator; they will be 

able to supply security 

robots. The manufacturers 

will benefit from having 

strong, well-established 

channel partners handling 

sales and set-up.  

Gamma Two’s Technology 

Gamma Two's major 
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breakthrough is the Cybernetic Brainvi. The inspiration for the Cybernetic Brain was 

the seemingly effortless way in which animals interact with their environments. This 

led to the study of vertebrate brain architectures, which became the guiding design 

principles for the Cybernetic Brain. The major functions of the vertebrate brain were 

copied into software components,  which is shown in Illustration 1.  The Cybernetic 

Brain has been designed from the ground up to understand natural, unconstrained 

environments of the types that humans live and work in.  

Because of this Gamma Two robots are unique in that they do not require extensive 

alterations to the environment to enable the robot to navigate or to perform many of 

its functions. The robot navigates in much the same manner at living systems do, by 

recognizing the specific objects in the space, and using these as landmarks. The 

robots learn new locations by the names 

that their users associate with those 

places. 

Each of our robots consists of a mobile wheeled platform containing an internal power 

source, drive system, sensors, a controller board, a voice input system, a voice 

output system, and a computer with the remainder of the Cybernetic Brain. They are 

outfitted with additional peripheral systems, depending on the tasks they are 

required to perform. The chassis is designed to move safely in household and office 

environments, on typical floors such as carpeting, hardwood, tiles, and concrete. The 

robots are programmed to work primarily with verbal commands, although they will work 

equally well with voice commands or a graphical user interface (console). 

This console allows the operators in the control center to maintain situational 

awareness of where the robots are, and what they are doing. The robot will send 

alerts to the console for such events as unexpected motion or unusual sensor 

readings. This enables the operators to effectively utilize the added capabilities of 

the robotic assets in conjunction with more traditional tools and people. 

Conclusion 

This paper described some of problems currently faced by security companies. These 

problems are caused by the need for more physical security at the same time that 

there are less human assets available. It went on the describe that reasons why a 

robotic solution will work to help with this problems, and further why the Gamma Two 

robot will be a good fit for security in the immediate future. 
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